budget. And like our annual budget, Making Space to Entertain
Angels depends on every individual sharing their resources in a
substantial and meaningful way.

Enhancing Parkway UCC for a Mission-Focused Future

Start considering how you’ll contribute to this important moment
in Parkway’s life —

Raising $200,000 may look like a challenge — but we’re ready for it.
We’re a big-hearted community that wants to remain engaged and
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»» pledge to surpass your current annual gift. While immediate
pledge fulfillments will help us avoid borrowing to complete our
key projects, you may fulfill your pledge over the next two or
three years if you prefer.
»» give appreciated stock directly to Parkway. In most cases,
you’ll enjoy a tax deduction based on the market value without
incurring tax on the capital gain.*
»» consult your tax specialist. In some situations, gifts from
retirement funds offer particular advantages.
»» explore planned giving. Protect your assets while giving free
rein to your generous spirit.
»» check your employer’s matching gifts policy. Your gift to
Making Space to Entertain Angels may qualify for a match!
»» invite gifts from area friends and organizations. Many who
value Parkway’s mission and ministry will appreciate the chance
to contribute.
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So we’re off on a summer’s journey of learning, gathering
and giving — a journey on which each of us will be
asked to consider our contribution toward our collective
goal of $200,000. Working together, we can live into our
vision of a future entertaining the angels we know — and
welcoming the ones we’ve yet to meet.

Entertain Angels seeks the equivalent of our annual operating

Do not neglect to sho

But the place from which we offer our welcome is showing
its age. Our building and grounds need an update to
remain safe, truly accessible, and genuinely inviting. To
realize our vision of a welcome and a mission that extend
beyond Sunday morning — a place where others can also
can gather or celebrate or serve — we need to make a
few improvements. We need to create a space that fully
reflects the extravagant welcome living in our hearts.

With $200,000 needed to accomplish our goals, Making Space to

MAKING SPACE FOR
UNKNOWN ANGELS

y

We believe being the church means opening wide our
doors and our hearts — caring for the poor, embracing
diversity, protecting the environment, sharing our
resources, and more. For nearly 20 years, we’ve offered
an Open & Affirming welcome. We’ve sought to ensure
our space remains accessible to everyone who walks
through our doors. And as the events of 2016 made clear,
the people of Parkway know we have a key role to play in
the place we’ve been planted.

YOU COMPLETE THE VISION!
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the people of parkway are known for
their hospitality.

relevant in Winston-Salem and beyond. We’re people of faith who
expect to continue serving God and God’s people for many years
to come. We’re known for our extravagant welcome — and we’re
ready to entertain some angels!
*Please consult your tax specialist to determine the deductibility of your campaign gift.

Parkwayunited.org | (336) 723-1395 | angels@pucc.online

Parkwayunited.org | (336) 723-1395 | angels@pucc.online

SHOWING HOSPITALITY
— OUR KEY PROJECTS

2

making our message easily heard 		
—and seen
Update the audio/visual system for sight and sound that 		
all can enjoy, everywhere

Everyone who comes to Parkway wants to hear all that’s
going on, whether they’re participating in a service

4

feeding the hungry
—and cleaning up nicely
Upgrade our dishwasher and water heater while lowering our
carbon footprint

Good things happen in church kitchens — and good things come out of
them! But when the dishwasher’s broken and the water never seems

or joining a community event. We have great

hot enough, kitchen love suffers. So we’ll install a commercial-grade

acoustics — perfect for area artists looking to

undercounter dishwasher, which will clean and sanitize a load of

rent an appealing performance space — but our

dishes in under two minutes! A six-gallon point-of-use

sound has been undependable and inconsistent.

water heater will provide on-demand hot water

So we’ll install a new audio/visual system in both

— saving energy costs, reducing water use,
eliminating the need for so many paper prod-

the Sanctuary & Fellowship Hall that will not only
ensure our audio is clear and consistent, but will

ucts, and ensuring everything from pots to

add user-friendly visual capability to the Sanctuary for

spoons are spotless and sanitary.

slideshows, videos, and even broadcasts. Accompanying the new
system: 12 personal assistive devices that hearing-impaired individuals

1

smoothing our welcome to all
Expand and repave the parking lot, create a new circular
drop-off, and more

can use at almost any gathering in the building to enjoy clear, focused,

to be? Not only will Parkway’s parking lot be regraded for
easier bus entry and exit, the new space will be fully paved and
larger, with more off-street parking to accommodate bigger
events. We’ll create safe walkways to the church entrance —
which will also enjoy a makeover to ensure the access ramp

government requirements and will help every participant hear well,
regardless of group size or their location on the grounds .
Anticipated cost: $27,000

spaces near the Fellowship Hall — known around Parkway
as the Little House Lot. A circular drop-off area and safe,
accessible walkways will complete this second entrance, and
enhance Parkway’s appeal as a community center and rental
facility.

related expenses
Every significant improvement project includes some ancillary costs, so

3

ensuring comfort for every visitor		
		Create a large, accessible restroom and declutter
with secure storage

we’ve budgeted $20,000 for interest and fundraising expenses. Because
many campaign pledges will be paid over two or three years, we’ll borrow
a portion of the funds we’ll need to complete our projects while pledges
are fulfilled. Why not just wait? Well, some things really can’t wait — plus
waiting would mean two or three years of lost opportunities for mission,

Two shall become one when our single hall rest-

ministry and welcome. And frankly, pledges come in more quickly,

rooms are converted into one large, new ADA-

more surely, and sometimes even more abundantly when people see the

compliant facility that’s both accessible and centrally

enhanced Parkway taking shape! To accomplish our fundraising goal in

located. The renovation brings along a side benefit — space for

just a few months, we’ve contracted with The Rev. Cheri Lovell, CFRE and

a new, lockable storage closet for chairs and all the other items that

principal of The Strategic Org in Charlotte — a professional fundraiser

tend to wind up cluttering the Fellowship Hall and the Narthex. We’ll

who will help Parkway leadership structure our campaign, train our team,

also add storage in the infant/toddler room to keep our space more

refine our marketing, track our progress, and more. Cheri’s work will

tidy and welcoming.

ensure our leaders are free to do what they do best — connect with our

works easily for our mobility-challenged friends entering the
building. What’s more, we’re adding a new lot with about 20

with donated labor

personalized, even translated audio. The devices will meet all relevant

You already understand the importance of our parking lot
update — but do you know how great our welcome is going

Anticipated cost: $4,860 for equipment,

congregation, maintain our momentum, and keep our vision top-of-mind
Anticipated cost: $151,000

Anticipated cost: $2,000 for materials, with donated labor

throughout our Parkway family.
						

